Contradictions
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The African bee is contradiction. It produces well or poorly; it is manageable or unmanageable;
over-aggressive or gentle; hybrid or nearly pure; a success or a nightmare; inevitable or containable. All of these
things can be true, depending on season, geography, and point of view.
Colonies observed in Mexico by Orley Taylor, of the University of Kansas, swarmed regularly, had small
brood nests, and were very aggressive. Malcolm Sanford found bees with “exemplary” temperament storing honey
in Ecuador. Behavior can vary with conditions.
Also, there is a range of response among colonies under the same conditions. “They are not an entity,”
said Frank Eischen, a USDA researcher at the Weslaco, Texas lab.

Contradicting reports on African bees call them easy to manage or a nightmare,
producing poorly or producing well.

Characteristics of the AHB
“(With) a long history of study, the bee is perhaps the most well-understood
single species at the level of behavior.”
Mark Winston
The African bees look like European bees except they are about ten percent smaller and tend to be darker,
although they cannot be reliably identified by color. Specific behaviors, primarily genetically driven, contribute to
migration limits either positively or negatively. To understand the dynamics of these limits requires understanding
these characteristics:
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Range. Because AHB are called tropical, it has been thought that their survival at 7000 feet in Flagstaff, Arizona,
could show hybridization or adaptation. Whether it does, in Africa they populate the Drakesburg Mountains and
are called the “Highland bee.” In the region of La Paz, Bolivia, they are said to reach 9,800 feet.

For an AHB survey in Western Argentina in 1983-84,
bee samples were taken from these high alpine valleys in the Andes.
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Nesting site. AHB will nest anywhere if an ideal space is not available – including in the open and in small
cavities. A rarely flowering shrub will attract bees to nest in rocks and branches. Although almost no European
bees are found in niches that are the average size for AHB nests, African colonies can also become extremely
large.

African bees will nest in smaller spaces than European bees.
This AHB colony was found in a pipe.
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Kerr noted that nearly every termite hill within a kilometer of his bee lab in Brazil contained a colony of
African bees in 1964. Five years later, in a survey of 40 kilometers around the lab, not a single ground nesting
colony of bees was found. He concluded that there was no more ground nesting behavior, with the successful
predation of armadillos the selective agent. But AHB nest readily in water meters in North America, adding to
speculation about how quickly adaptation takes place.
Mark Winston notes that external nests lack insulation beyond the bees themselves, making winter
survival unlikely. Even when protected, small nests are built with more widely spaced comb, typically do not
produce enough adults to form an adequate winter cluster, and lack space for enough stores to survive more than a
short time in the cold.

Feral colony of AHB nesting in the open in the Lower Rio Grande Valley in 1991.

Population cycle. In mid-winter, European bees begin slowly expanding brood nests. This early commitment of
food resources to brood production reflects their evolution in a predictable ecosystem. In anticipation of the dearth
of winter, they reduce brood rearing and discard their reproductive investment in drones. Sheppard reports that
going into winter they produce a higher level of a particular protein called vitellogenin than AHB, extending life
by making them better able to withstand the nutritional rigor of winter.
African bee colonies wait to expand until resources are available; then they are described as “exploding”
to as much as double the brood of Europeans. To do this, they collect more pollen and convert it more rapidly into
brood in shorter development times.
Development and life expectancy. The rapid development of AHB begins with eggs that can hatch as much as six
hours sooner than EHB eggs and a larval stage shorter by over a day. With seasonal variations, the development
time from worker egg to emergence for AHB is 18.5 days on average; for EHB, 21 days. Drones for both races
develop in about the same time, but African queens mature as much as a day sooner, 15 and 16 days respectively.
The emerged queen typically kills her rivals, resulting in African genetic dominance in hybridized colonies.
Development of workers, called caste ontogeny, is also accelerated for African bees. They switch from
in-hive tasks to external tasks like foraging at about 20 days in contrast to about 26 days for European bees. The
mean age for workers at the time of swarming is 10 days for AHB and 15.7 for EHB. In addition, most three to
eight day old African workers will issue with swarms.
Mark Winston’s research at Simon Fraser University has found genes that could, in single dissected
brains, correctly predict the role of nurse or forager in 95% of a sample of 60. With that in mind, it is fascinating
to consider work being done on the influence of genetics versus environment. When “cross-fostered,” individual
African bees planted in European colonies delay foraging by three days (to 23), and Europeans in African colonies
begin even earlier than their hosts by over a day and a half (at 14). In other words, the genetically determined
behavior is altered by environment.
African bees have a significantly shorter life span. With seasonal variations, summer EHB live 15-38 days
in contrast to AHB, 12-18 days. Although during a nectar flow African bees compensate with numbers, often too
few adults survive into winter to cluster effectively.
Brood patterns. AHB brood often covers most of the face of a brood frame, using twice or more as much comb
area as EHB. Shorter development time of AHB allows for quicker reuse of the cells, which are smaller and have
thinner cappings. Combs are spaced further apart and AHB produce more drone comb.

Hyperactivity. Beekeepers describe the frenetic behavior of African bees in the colony as “runny,” with the queen
difficult to locate. They tend to festoon, or hang in long dollops off the end of a pulled frame.
Foraging. Although it has been thought that African bees forage at night, foraging periods appear to be the same
for both bees, beginning at light before sunrise and ending shortly after sunset. AHB foragers fly directly into the
hive entrance without landing on the bottom board, unlike Europeans. AHB are more opportunistic foragers,
tending to work as gleaners, whereas EHB do more selective harvesting. When better resources are available, AHB
are said to forage with less intensity than EHB, although there are widely varying production reports.
A greater proportion of forage-age African bees collect pollen rather than nectar. Because they evolved
with ephemeral bloom, pollen had to be collected while it was available, and rapid brood expansion requires
protein. Mark Winston considers that they may even be better pollinators than European bees.
Hoarding. Winston estimates that feral AHB, occupying smaller spaces, store about a third less honey than EHB.
An experiment by Rinderer showed that hording is stimulated by a greater amount of available comb, with volatile
chemicals from the warm empty comb prompting the behavior. Sanford reports increased honey production for
managed AHB in Brazil. Although honey varies with the nectar source, some reports find AHB honey slightly
more viscous.
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Swarming. African bee colonies swarm at close intervals, as often as every six weeks during nectar flow.
Researchers in French Guiana regularly observed 12 swarms per colony as normal during the dry season. Issued
swarms may themselves swarm during same season.
European bees constrain swarming to one or two times to allow both parent and swarm colony to harvest
enough stores for winter. Swarms tend to settle a short distance from the hive.
AHB swarms are smaller and may travel as much as 100 miles, stopping along the way to forage. Swarms
can conglomerate along the flight path, becoming huge. Orley Taylor illustrates this phenomenon with a story from
his work in Northern Mexico. As he harvested bait hives he removed the queens and put the bees under a tree,
waiting for dark to work them. By day’s end the boxes had attracted additional AHB swarms. To prove a point,
Taylor slathered nasanov pheromone (a bee gland secretion) on the tree branch. Over 21 days, the branch attracted
over 70 pounds of bees in a mass over 18 feet long. Taylor and his colleagues counted over 180 queens.

African bee swarm.

Absconding. European bees rarely abscond (leave the nest entirely, as opposed to reproductive swarming). African
bees abscond readily for two reasons: as a form of defense when disturbed, or to follow the bloom. For the latter,
they prepare for ten days or so, allowing brood to hatch and emptying honey; they leave the cells intact with 3-5%
of the brood.
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Defense of nest. Evolution balances the costs and benefits of defense, which vary with the availability of resources.
An experiment by Rinderer showed that volatiles from empty comb contribute to faster defensive response and
more stinging in both AHB and EHB. As beekeepers know, European bees become irascible when their stores are
low. For Highland African bees, stores are made more valuable by their unpredictable availability. The cost of
protecting them is lower; sacrificed future foragers would not be needed in a dearth, and population can build
quickly in a nectar flow. In short, the cost of survival is lower to protect the known over the unknown.
The defenses of African bees begin at the colony entrance, which they propolize more than Europeans.
While EHB guards wait with folded wings and allow some African drones to enter, African guards keep their
wings elevated and attack intruders readily. In response to smoke, Europeans will fan to extract it, Africans will fly
out. African bees are reported to be less aggressive at higher elevations and in cool weather.

Bee gloves, working African bees.
An AHB defensive response is most likely to occur when a nesting site is disturbed. Much has been
written about the ferocity and tenacity of the defensive bees. Their venom has about the same toxicity as that of the
European bee, although they carry about 64% as much. Individual bees do not produce more alarm pheromone, but
they react quicker and longer to its presence. They can respond twice as fast as EHB, number in the thousands,
leave ten times as many stings, follow victims while attacking anything else within a radius of a quarter to half a
mile, and continue to sting for an hour or more – even long after causing death. Sheppard describes “a mist of
venom in the air.” Tethered or caged animals have fallen prey, with bees stimulated by dark color and breath odor
(CO2) cues. Disturbed colonies can remain agitated for days, although attacks usually stop after the sun goes
down.
Most reports of human mortality have involved people unable to escape – the young, old, and infirm, as
well as those who have panicked. Some ancient beliefs have not proven to be deterrents: a virgin human can walk
through a swarm of bees unscathed, or, that not being an option, one can hold his breath and clench his fists.
Stinging incidents more often involve feral rather than managed bees. Individual colonies display a wide
range of defensive responses, according to Marla Spivak. In her research in Costa Rica, she found that a minority
of aggressive colonies could cause beekeepers “unwilling to modify their practices” to abandon apiaries; “The idea
was erroneously perpetuated that the entire population displayed uniform characteristics and that all bees were both
dangerous to the public and undesirable from a management standpoint.”
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Researcher Gloria DeGrandi-Hoffman finds that small colonies of African bees are less aggressive. She works them
with minimal protection at the Carl Hayden Bee Lab in Tucson, Arizona. The photo shows how AHB leave brood cells
exposed and go to the corners of a frame when it is pulled out of a hive. Also, brood is laid all the way to the top bar.

DeGrandi-Hoffman often works her African hives in Arizona in shorts and a t-shirt, explaining that small
colonies, with reduced alarm pheromones, can be more gentle -- the colony level effect.
“Really, once you get used to them, they are just bees,” says Sheppard. He describes even more fiercely
aggressive bees in Morocco and Kenya, concluding: “It could be worse.”
Part III of this five part series will look at other behaviors of the AHB that can influence their range.
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